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I am nearly 100% sure that the fine, talented staff producers at the Fox television series Hell’s
Kitchen will not be calling me back any time soon, so I can write this little post without worrying that
they’ll take it the wrong way. I spent Tuesday auditioning for the “reality” series and it was an
instructive enough experience that I’ll share it with you.

This all started with a little invitation forward from my brother in law. He has the
unique gift of making friends with everyone in existence and somehow got onto
the list of Hell’s Kitchen casting call invitee’s. I wasn’t going to go to the
audition. The idea seemed cheesy and not at all my style. I’ve got nothing to
prove to Gordon Ramsey, Fox, or the viewers of the line-cook battle TV
program. The show revolves around the concept of a restaurant run by Chef
Ramsey, in which cooks open up for service each night with absolutely no lead
time and very little preparation. The gimmick is that Chef Ramsey berates and
curses the cheftestants when they flub the intense pressure of trying to serve

several dozen covers after having just learned their station assignments. Not realistic, but brilliantly
staged tele-drama. After a few minutes of contemplation, I began to just consider  that I could
compete on the program.  So, I started success method #1: trying  to try to find someone to talk me
out of auditioning. My boss was completely in favor of my going to do it. It’s not that she wants me to
go after this interesting form of success. The boss is just tired of my whiny, burger flipping self
asking for  new challenges for my whiny, burger flipping self to bitch about. Having not received
the icy face slap of no from her, I asked my wife. Yes, I know, wrong order. My wife also encouraged
the idea of trying out. Two down. From there I began to pray. Yes, I know, way wrong order. The
heavens didn’t open up with a torrent of fire and no hand began scrolling on the wall a message
warning me not to attend. Sigh. I perked up my attitude and went. Because I’m so perky.

The process of auditioning for Hell’s Kitchen starts out very simply. First, I filled out the 11,000 page
application, giving answers only I would consider appropriate. The questions ranged from type of
dining the applicant is involved in (when asked to list the average price of an entre in my
establishment I wrote “$2.19-What can I say? It’s a really small town”) to family life. There was a
“how do I feel about my parents” question, to which I paraphrased George Carlin (“I love my folks.
I’ve got them in the trunk of my car now.”) Okay, I didn’t, but it wouldn’t have made a difference. I also
included a Hell’s Kitchen specific resume in which I stated my objective was to cook the hell out
whatever they gave me. They asked for a photo and I gave them the one that used to appear on this
blog. And some racy photos of me smeared with pudding. Truth, or not, that one is all yours.

The auditions started at 10:00 at 180 North Wabash in sunny, 37 degree Chicago. I got up at the
boo-te crack of dawn and took the cattle car commuter service in to the city. Riding with old ladies
worried that eating will make them gain weight and other modern complaints. Arriving at 8:45 was
just a blessing that turned out to be more fortuitous as the cold kicked in. I ended up being applicant
#44 out of several thousand. Upon joining the queue outside the  Art Institute Culinary School I
noticed something. The guy two spots ahead of me was my classmate at The Cooking and
Hospitality Institute of Chicago.  Looking back and forth in line I spotted seven or eight guys I’d
matriculated with. Whatever this economy has done, it’s got us all looking for the next thing. One
took off his shirt and meandered around in a dirty wife beater like a hairier (if it’s possible) Tony
Soprano. After just an hour we got to sit indoors. In chairs. So, yeah. I’m going to talk to casting
people from a network TV show with blue lips and snot crusted face. I was summoned into a cubicle
with four other guys. One had tried out before and knew the ropes. On my other side was a former
chef for the Queen of all media, Chicago and otherwise. He wore a jacket emblazoned with the logo
of her studios on the other side of town. I figured out early the deal. Talk. A lot. Be rude and don’t
stand on manners. We had a very short ten minutes to get our point across. I interjected with
anything I could think of, from “I like cheese!” to “I love being yelled at by a sawed off Scotsman!”
The producer got me good. I was directly in front of him and he came back with “Really? So if I told
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you to FUCK OFF, you’d be okay with that?” Never saw it coming. Normally, with friends I’d laugh at
that, but he caught me flat footed  and I stared….ending my Hell’s Kitchen career before it started.

I rode through the detritus of suburban life on the train in the afternoon, comforting myself with
old Beastie Boys tunes. I did what I always do when I got home. I cooked, stuffing butter and herbs
under the skin of a chicken and making scarily bad rice. Onward and upward.
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